
Mercedes Benz W208 CLK 320 

Replacement of Windscreen washer motor / grommet 

This pdf is a self explanatory guide to replacing the motor and grommet for the 
windscreen wash mechanism. The job is very easy even for a relative novice. 
No specialist tools required - just a basic tool kit with Pliers, Flat blade screw-
driver etc. 
 
Step 1 is to remove the heat shield on the side of the screen-wash reservoir. 
 

 
 
As shown in photo 2 - Slide the flat retaining clip sideways to release the Heat 
shield. Take care not to drop it ! – If you do ( as I did ) you may be lucky 
enough to pick it up using a magnetic pick-up tool. The heat shield can then be 
flexed and slid sideways off its mountings. 
 
Photo 3 - Next step is to disconnect the electrical terminal for the motor. 

 
As shown in photo 4 – Pull up  
gently on the tab to release the 
catch as you pull the whole 
terminal cap up off the motor. 



And here’s what you’re left with – photo 5. At this stage I twisted the motor 
slightly anti-clockwise so that the water hose below was unobstructed from any 
mouldings on the side of the plastic tank. In my case the motor was dead so I 
just grabbed hold of it with some pliers and pulled. If your motor is OK and you 
just want to access the rubber grommet underneath – you may want to be a 
little more gentle as you remove the motor. However it is simply a case of lifting 
the motor directly up from it’s position. 
 

 
 
Be aware – If there is any fluid in the screen-wash reservoir, it will be forced 
out through the hole for the motor. As in my case, the motor had died with 
almost a full tank so there was small fountain as the tank drained ! Just make 
sure it doesn’t squirt all over the coil packs and spark plugs on that side of the 
engine. 
 
Photos 6 & 7 below - Now you have access to the rubber grommet below the 
motor, often the cause of leaks. 
 

 
 



I was advised to replace this grommet so I removed it. However, on close 
inspection the grommet was in perfect condition and was of superior quality than 
the new grommet supplied with my new motor so I decided to replace it and 
continue to use it. Replacing the grommet proved fiddly and somewhat difficult 
as the hole it seals is slightly smaller than the grommet body and you are 
working at fingertip distance. It took patience and a long shafted flat blade 
screw-driver to prize it back into place. So I would advise you to consider 
carefully before you remove it. If your motor is clearly still working and you are 
losing fluid – by all means replace it. But if like me, it’s clearly the motor at fault, 
I would think twice about removing it unless it shows visible signs of 
deterioration. ( just my personal view ). 
 
Photo 8 below. Finally if you’re replacing the motor as I was, you will need to 
disconnect and reconnect the hose leading to the washer jets. – and to be 
honest there’s little need for me to include this photo... as the procedure is self-
evident once the motor is free. But just to be complete.... 
 

 
 
Just squeeze the tabs on the clip holding the hose onto the motor. And remove 
the hose. 
 
Obviously - Putting it all back together is exactly the reverse process. 
 
If I hadn’t been taking photos every few minutes and messing with the grommet 
I’d removed that was in perfect condition ; the whole job would have taken 
about 10 minutes, maybe 15 for a complete novice. 
 
Hope that helps make the job easier for you. 
Kind Regards 
Max Korin 


